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Plotting Story Structure: Part 2:  5 Point Plot Structure 
 

 

Introduction:  

 

Two other interconnected courses that I teach are The Journey Cycle, which looks at all the steps 

in the [Hero’s] Journey. And Crisis, Climax, Resolution: Writing to the End, which specifically 

charts the psychological and emotional Journey of the protagonist throughout the story. In both 

these courses I use Fairy Tales motifs to more clearly capture the essence of a particular step of 

the Journey.  

 

The 5 Point Plot Structure used in the Crisis, Climax, Resolution course to track character 

development is also very useful when it comes to setting up a synopsis and that’s why I’m 

introducing it here. 

 

[Please note: my focus in this course is to supply you with the definitions and a brief discussion 

of each of the 5 plot points to help you organize that section for a synopsis. Far more detail is 

offered in the two Journey courses and, of course, the Journey cycle itself has more than 5 steps.] 

 

 

5 Point Plot Structure: 

 

Inciting Incident: 

 

 an event that specifically “speaks” to an urgent need in the protagonist’s life 

 

In Wired for Story, Lisa Cron has this to say: “a story spans the distance from “before” to “after,” 

when things are in flux. …a story inherently chronicles something that is changing. Usually that 

“something” revolves around a problem the protagonist must solve…” [p.129] 

 

Thus, the Inciting Incident is a moment that signals change and flux for the protagonist. In a 

romance, while there can be other Inciting Incidents, usually the first meeting between the 

Heroine and Hero signals such an occasion. 

 

What’s more, if you’ve already done the work to discover your character’s Prime Motivating 

Event, the choice of Inciting Incident will hit at the heart of how this event affects your 

protagonist’s views of her world. The choices she then makes should set up a storyline that 

illustrates a lesson in character growth. 

 

First Major Turning Point  
 

 a specific event that propels the protagonist onward in the journey 

   …into an unfamiliar “place” with its own set of rules 

 

At this point in the Journey, the protagonist is wrestling with the imbalance between the rational 
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and the emotional. This is what Lisa Cron calls “the versus.” One example—“what the 

protagonist believes is true versus what is actually true.” [p. 130] Like real people, our characters 

often attempt to rationalize a situation to avoid change, but character growth is only achieved if 

the protagonist faces his fears and embraces change. 

 

Tip: The shift here from “Act 1” to “Act 2” also signals a shift in Goal/Motivation for the 

protagonist. In other words she now wants a different Goal than the one she began with. 

 

Crisis  
 

 an event that forces the protagonist to confront a deep psychological or  

  emotional vulnerability [and a chance at rebirth] 

 

This stage represents another important Turning Point that occurs about halfway through the 

Journey. This is a test for the protagonist—one she might fail, but one that can teach her a 

valuable lesson. 

 

Tip:  Again, the shift between “Act 2” and “Act 3” signals another change in visible 

Goal/Motivation for the protagonist. 

 

Climax  
 

 the protagonist faces her true inner self to find the strength to succeed… 

   or fail in the final confrontation [with the antagonist] 

 

What does this mean? This is where the protagonist finally sees himself for who he really is. 

That is, he finally faces his greatest fear and as a result learns another valuable lesson that 

transforms him. Only then will he have the knowledge and ability to face the final challenge—

and succeed. 

 

Resolution  
 

  the protagonist’s world is now in balance again 

   …all story questions are resolved 

 

Whether the protagonist returns to his world—or choses to remain in the new one he entered at 

the start of the Journey, he does so a changed person.  
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